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INVARIANT VOLUME IN A KAHLER MANIFOLD
BY
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1. Introduction. Let 2 be the class of bounded homogeneous star-shaped
domains D<=■
space Cn of « complex variables z = (z1,..., zn). A domain D is
homogeneous if any point of D can be transformed into any other by a holomorphic
automorphism ; D is star-shaped with respect to a point z0 e D if z e D implies
that r(z—z0) e D for 0<rS 1. A bounded domain D possesses the Bergman metric,

which is invariant under biholomorphic mappings. Let Jf be a class of Kahler
manifolds A such that the components of its Ricci curvature tensor satisfy certain
boundedness conditions (see formulas (2.9)). We consider biholomorphic mappings
w=w(z) of D e 3> into A e Jf, that is, w = (w1,...,

wn), where w is local coordinate

on A, and wi=wi(z1,.. .,z*X are holomorphic functions on D with Jacobian
determinant

Jw(z) = 8(w)l8(z) ¿ 0.
In §2 we generalize the Ahlfors version of the Schwarz-Pick lemma in C1 to
invariant volume in bounded homogeneous domains D e 3> in C\ This theorem
states that if w = w(z) is a holomorphic mapping of the disk \z\ < 1 into a Riemann
surface IF and if the metric da=X \dw\, X>0, of IF has a negative curvature ^ —4
everywhere on W, then

X\dw/dz\ í 1/(1 -|z|2)
for |z| < 1 [1]. Theorem 1 gives the invariant form of this generalization (with
respect to biholomorphic mappings) and Theorem 2 an inequality which generalizes an inequality obtained by Dinghas when D is the unit hypersphere [4]. The
proof of these theorems uses the method of Ahlfors in [1] and depends on properties
of certain relative invariants of D, in particular, the fact that the Bergman kernel
function of a bounded homogeneous domain is infinite everywhere on the boundary
(Lemma 1). In §3 various applications and extensions of the ideas in §2 are given

in Theorems 3-6 and corollary. In §4 the results of §2 are applied to a study of the
relative invariants of the classical Cartan domains R, (7=1,..., IV), in particular,
the invariant I, (see (2.4)) is calculated. This procedure leads to a solution of a
certain nonhomogeneous partial differential equation formed from the Hessian
determinant of a holomorphic function on R,.
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2. Generalization of Schwarz-Pick lemma. 1. Let D be a bounded homogeneous
star-shaped domain of class Si. Its Bergman metric is given by

(1)

dsl = Ta$dz" dzB

(the summation convention is used), where
F«ß = Fa/s(z, z)

82 log KD(z, z)

dz" 8ze

'

(2)
TD = TD(z, z) = det(Ta$),

KD (z, z) the Bergman kernel function of D [2]. The Bergman metric is a Kahler
metric on D which is invariant under biholomorphic mappings of D. The domains
D in S have the additional properties :
(i) The image domains DT of D under the similarity transformation
(3)

iv = r(z-z0),

0 < r =l,

are such that Dri<=Dr¡¡ if rxúr2. Also D=(jf=1
DTj, where r„ 0<r,<l,
is an
increasing sequence with limit 1. These facts follow since D is star-shaped. (Without

loss of generality we may take z0=0 in (3).)
(ii) The kernel function KD(z, z) becomes infinite on the boundary 8D of D
(This means that the set [z: z e D and KD(z, z)<M] is relatively compact on D.)
This result is included in Lemma 1.
Definition. A real-valued function RD(z, z) on D is a relative invariant of D
if under any biholomorphic mapping w: D -*■D*
RD.(w, w) \Jw(z)\2 = RD(z,z).

The functions KD(z, z) and TD(z, z) are relative invariants of D [2] and consequently the function
(4)

ID(z, z) = KD(z, z)\TD(z, z)

is invariant under biholomorphic mappings:
(5)

ID(z, z) = ID.(w, w).

It is clear that if JD is another invariant of D, then JD = kID for some constant k.
Therefore, an invariant on a homogeneous domain is uniquely determined up to
a constant multiple.
Lemma 1. Any relative invariant RD(z, z) of a bounded homogeneous domain D
becomes infinite on 8D.

Proof. Let Y be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of D. Since the set
of elements of Y is uniformly bounded it forms a normal family. Let a be an
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arbitrary point and a0 a fixed point of D. Since D is homogeneous there is an automorphism t = ta(z) which maps a0 into a. Since RD(a, a) is a relative invariant of D
(6)

RD(a, a) = RD(a0, ä0) |7ío(a0)| ~2-

Let b e 8D. It follows from a well-known theorem of H. Cartan [3] that
(7)

lim Jta¡(z) = 0.

The lemma follows from (6) and (7).
Let Jf be the class of Kahler manifolds A with metric given by
da2 = gc^w, w) dw" dw",

(8)
Sa = £a(w, w) = det(gafi),

where w is a local coordinate of a point on A. We also assume
(9a)

-/■a/3MaMi^ 0,

(9b)

'

det(-ra$) ^ gà,

where
(9c)

raß =

S2 log gA

awa e>iv"

are the components of the Ricci curvature tensor of the metric (8) [8, 126]. Since
Id = KdITd is constant for a homogeneous domain, it follows that the components
of the Ricci curvature tensor of the metric (1) have the form
g2log TD
8za8z"

a$

so that (9) is satisfied. Hence S> is a subclass of Jf\
2. Theorem I. If a bounded homogeneous domain D of class 2 can be mapped
biholomorphically by w = w(z) into a Kahler manifold A e Jf, then
(10)

g*(w, w) \Jw(z)\2 f¿ TD(z, z)

on D. Equality holds if the mapping is onto and the Kahler metric of A equals the
Bergman metric of A.
Proof. Let z e D. By (i) there exists an r < 1, such that z e Dr. Now Dr is a homogeneous domain: zx, z2 e Dr implies zx\r, z2\r e D by the similarity transformation
s given by (3) with z0=0; thus there is an automorphism t of D which takes
zx\r into z2\r and j_1/j is an automorphism of DT and takes zx into z2. Let £ = £(z)
be an automorphism of Dr which takes an arbitrary point z of Dr into 0. From the
definition of relative invariant

nn

u '

/

**(0'0)

Dr ~ TDr(0,0) -

^(z'f)

i (7 n

TDr(z, z) - 1d<{z' z)
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so that the invariant 7Dr(z, z) is a constant on DT, and by (5)
(12)

IDr = /„.

Let
Gaß dz" dz6

be the hermitian form on D corresponding to the metric (8) on A under the inverse

mapping z=z(w) of w : D -> A [5, 79]. Then
_ 8w" 8wB
C>(z, z) = gaß(w, w) g^r g|7

and
(13)

GD(z, z) = gA(w, w) \Jw(z)\2 > 0.

Let
-a2

Ra$(z, z) = gp-gp

log GD(z, z).

Then
_ 8wa 8wß

r*t(w, W)-^

gp" = RAZ, 2)

and
det(-ra$(w,

w)) = det(-RaS(z,

z)) \Jw(z)\-2.

Thus from hypothesis (9b)
(14)

det(-Ra$(z,

z)) ä gA(w, w) \Jw(z)\2 = GD(z, z).

Following the proof in Dinghas and Ahlfors [4, 11] let
TI

,

GD(z,z)

t/ = log7üM)'

KDr(z,z)

v = 1o*kmw

(15)

Y = U-V,
and set E= [z e D: U>V](E open). Since under the transformation (3) 8D -> 8DT,
from Lemma 1 KDj(z, z) becomes infinite on 8Dr. Thus since U is continuous on
Dr^D and V on Dr, £c Dr. Let O be any component of E. Then 0<=Zs<=Z)r so
that O is compact. Thus the continuous function T takes its maximum at a point
z0e O but Y(z0) = max T>0 so that z0 e E. Since Y has a maximum on ZT,
82X¥

8za 8z"

uaüB Ú 0

at z0 for any vector (ua) or by (15)
v '

e2<y

82v

ôz" 8ze

8za 8ze
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From (15), (13) and (9a) and (c)

(17)

|^rf=V^0,

where (üu) = ((8wul8za)ua). From the definition of V the matrix A = (82 V\8za 8ze)

is positive definite. Hence by a classical theorem on the simultaneous reduction
of a pair of hermitian quadratic forms there exists a nonsingular matrix T such

that

A = TT',B = TAT',A= rA,...,An]
[7, 191], B=(82U¡8za 8zB),and from (16) and (17)

0 g A.PPS 2 M
i=l

where £ = «T. By taking £ successively equal to (1, 0,...,

(0,...,

0), (0, 1, 0,...,

0),...,

0, 1), we get 0 ^ A,g 1 (/ = 1,..., n). Hence at z0 since det TT' > 0

But from (15) and (14)

det(äS)

= GD(z'z_)

while from (15), (2), (11) and (12)

MâFâp)

= r°'(z'z) = ^(z'z) Â^ôTô)

so that at z0
n«)

Gc(z, z) ^ KDr(z, z)

1 j

rD(0,0) = KD(0,0) '

that is, U%.V, which is a contradiction. Thus O and £ are empty so that US V
on Dr, and relation (18) holds on Dr. Since ATDris a relative invariant,
Gp(z, z)

rD(o,0) =

■MH)

a-d(o,o)

and letting r -> 1 from the continuity of KD(z, z) on D follows
GD(z, z) < KD(z, z)

TD(0,0) = KD(0,0)

which gives (10) by (13), (4) and the fact that /D(0, 0) = 7D(z,z).
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To prove the last part of the theorem we note that d<jA= dsA and gA= TA and
since FA is a relative invariant equality follows in (10).
Remark. The inequality of Theorem 1 is invariant under biholomorphic mappings in the following sense. Let D e S -> D* and A e Jf -> A* under the biholomorphic maps z*=z*(z) and w* = w*(w) respectively. Suppose there exists a
biholomorphic mapping w* =/(z*) of D* into A*. Then
(19)

gA.(w*, w*) \J,(z*)\2 Ï TD.(z*, z*)

for z* s 73*.
Proof. Set « = w*_1/z*. Then w=h(z) is a biholomorphic

mapping of D into A

and by Theorem 1
gA(w, w) \Jh(z)\2 g TD(z, z).

Since
TD(z, z) = TD.(z*, z*) |/2.(z)|2

and gA(w, w) = gA.(w*, w*) |/M.(w)|2,

and from the definition of «
\Jh(z)\2 = |^*)|2|-/^)|2|-/Uw)|-2,

from which (19) follows.
The following form of Theorem 1 is not invariant under biholomorphic
mappings. It may be proved by replacing U in (15) by U=log GD(z, z).
Theorem 2. If there exists a biholomorphic mapping w = w(z) of a domain D e S
into a Kahler manifold A e Jf with condition (9b) replaced by
det(-ra¡¡)

ä TD(0, 0)gA(w, w),

then on D

gÁw, w) |A,(z)|2 S TD(z,z)ITD(0,0).
Remarks.
1. The result obtained by Dinghas in [4] is a special case of Theorem 2 when D
is the unit hypersphere.
2. A disadvantage of Theorem 2 is the fact that the original domain D furnished
with the Bergman metric cannot belong to our admissible class of Kahler mani-

folds A.
3. Further extensions and applications of Theorem 1.
1. Area theorem for manifolds of « real dimensions. We also may derive an
inequality for manifolds of « (real) dimensions. Let M*=D be a continuously
differentiable manifold of dimension « parametrized by zi = z\u), u a point of the
«-cube Z". The «-dimensional noneuclidean analytic volume of M is
dVM(z) = ni2(z, z) \8(z\ . ..,zn)l8(u\
and is invariant under biholomorphic

. ..,W)\ dœ»,

mappings of D [5, 330]. Then
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Theorem 3. Let M be a continuously differentiable manifold of real dimension «
in D and w(M) its image under a biholomorphic mapping of D e 2 into A e J¡f.
Then VA(w(M))S FD(A/) and equality holds if the mapping is onto and daA= dsD.
We note that if we take A = D and daA= dsD, we obtain a generalization of the
Schwarz-Pick lemma to this real «-dimensional noneuclidean volume (see also
Theorem 25.1 in [5]).
Theorem 3 is invariant under biholomorphic mappings of D and A in the sense
described in §2.2 since all quantities involved are invariant under such biholomorphic mappings.
2. Properties of certain domain functions. The following theorems give some
useful inequalities connecting the relative invariants of a domain D and ID(z, z).
The first theorem follows easily from Theorem 1 for homogeneous star-shaped
domains but also holds for any bounded domain.

Theorem 4. Let D be any bounded domain and w = w(z) a biholomorphic mapping
of D into D. The invariant ID(z, z) ^ 1 on D if and only if KD(w,w) |7w(z)|2S TD(z,z).
Proof. Suppose that ID(z, z) S I on D and assume that the conclusion does not
hold, that is, there is a point z0 e D such that
KD(w0, wo) |7J>0)|2

> TD(z0, z0) (w0 = w(z0)).

Now D* = w(D)<= D and hence KD,(w0, w0)^KD(w0, w0) [2, 45]. Therefore
KD.(w0, Wo) \Jw(z0)\2 = KD(z0, z0) > TD(z0, z0) or 7D(z0, z0) > 1

which is a contradiction. Since the Jacobian of the identity mapping is 1, the
converse of the theorem is trivial.
A useful application of Theorem 4 is
Theorem 5. Let D be a bounded complete circular domain in Cn with center at
the origin and w = w(z) a biholomorphic mapping of D into D. If ID S 1 on D, then
\Jw(z)\2Soi(D)TD(z,z).
Also oj(w(G))Soj(D)Vd(G)
(a> euclidean volume) for any
measurable G<=D, where KD(G)= {G TD(z, z) dœ2.

Proof. Since D is a bounded complete circular domain, KD(z, z) attains its
minimum at z = 0 [6, 79] and the minimum value is l¡w(D). Then the conclusions
of the theorem follow from Theorem 4.
Since VD(G)= Vd(w(G)) we have

Corollary.

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5
o>(w(G))¡VD(w(G)) Su(D)

for any measurable set G <=D with nonzero measure. In particular ifw = w(z) is the

identity mapping, then
u(G)IVD(G) S o>(D).
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We remark that ID < 1 for the classical Cartan domains. (See §4.) In fact we do
not know examples of domains for which ID(z0, z0) ^ 1 at some point z0 e D.
Finally if we apply Theorem 1 under the identity mapping w = z, we get
Theorem 6. Let A be a homogeneous bounded domain in Cn and D a subdomain
which is equivalent to a domain in S. Then for z e D
TA(z, z) ^ TD(z, z).

4. Relative invariants on the classical Cartan domains.
1. The theorems in §2 give interesting results for the classical Cartan domains.
These domains along with two special domains are the 4 types of bounded irreducible symmetric domains in C', into which all bounded symmetric domains
in Cn' can be mapped biholomorphically. Let z be a matrix of complex elements,
z' its transpose, z* its conjugate transpose, and I the identity matrix. The first 3
types are represented by

7?, = [z: 7-zz*

> 0]

(j=l, II, III) where z is a matrix of type («, m) on 7?l5z is a symmetric matrix of
order « on 7?„ and a skew-symmetric matrix of order « on Z?m, and " >0" means
that the quadratic form is positive definite. The fourth type 7?IVis the set of«
dimensional vectors such that

|zz'| < 1, l-2zz'+|zz'|2

> 0.

These domains belong to class S. The Bergman kernel function of these domains
is known [6] so that to get inequality (2.10) it is sufficient to find T, = TR)(0, 0)
and use formula (2.11). For the first 3 types
KÁZ, Z*) = -;-T77-^r,

A

'

oj,detp(I-zz*)

p = m + n for Z?I?«+1 for 7?n and «—1 for 7?m and m} is the euclidean volume of
R,. For 7?IV
*IV(Z' ¿) = a>IV(l + \zz'\2-2zzT'

In case I since log Kj(z, z*) =- (m + ri) log Qx- log cuI; where Qx= det(7-zz*)
we need the value of 82Qx¡8zaB8zyoat z=0. To evaluate this use the expansion for
the characteristic equation of zz* with A= 1 :
det(A7-zz*)

= Xn-aXn-1 + tn.2Xn-2-±

detzz*,

where í¡ is the sum of the principal /-rowed minors of zz*, a being the trace. Since
f¡ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2/, only the second derivatives of a
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contribute nonzero terms at z=0. Also all the first derivatives of tt and a are 0

at z=0. Now
¿

^=3

log Kx(z,z*) = -(m + ^Qi1 ¿j

Qx,

logAfe z*) = («,+»)f2x-s¿s ft ¿, ft-(m+«)ôl-

These remarks and formulas apply also to cases II and III.
Since a = 2/, k z'kzik, at z = 0
g2g

0Zaí ÖZ^

_ x s

s s

~~ 0J"°kB0ÍY0k6,

82 log ^(Z, Z*)
= m+ n
8zaß 8zttB
'

-—=i-í-

and all other derivatives are zero so that
7^(0,0) = det[(m + n)I] = («i+«)mn,

71

1

w1(m + n)mn'

and from (2.4)
(«t + «)mn

(1)

Tx(z, z*) =

detm +"(7- zz*)

The trace of zz* for a symmetric matrix is
Jk
a = ^zíizií + 2 2 zikz
i
f*k

so that at z=0
82,

8z" 8z" ~ 1''

íwík a;ft "" 2
8zik8z'k

(j 7e k)

and all other derivatives of a are zero. Thus

rn(o,o) = (m-iy»+u*>2J*-«»,
i
11

a»n2n("-1)'2(«+l)'l(n

+ 1>/2

and
On(n -l)/2/„

i 1 \n(n +1)/2
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For a skew symmetric matrix o=2^,<kz'kzik,
where the matrix z has only
«(«—1)/2 distinct nonzero elements, so that we get

F„I(0,0) = [2(«-l)r-1>'2,

(3)

7ra = "m[2(«-l)r(n-1>'2

_ [2(«-pr-"'2
im^Z,Z)-

det»-1(/+2f)

For case IV setting A = l +|zz'|2-2zz'
±A

= 2z°[(zif+

■■■+(zn)2]-2z",

which is 0 at z = 0 and similarly for 8A\8za and
82A- = 4zaze —28 »
8za 8ze
""

so that at z=0
82 log 7CIV(z,z)
-g^gp-=

.
-n(-28a0)

and
FIV(0, 0) = (2«)",

(4)

7IV =

(2«)n

(2«)n

Txv(z, z) =

(l + |zz'|2-2zz')n

Formulas (1), (2) and (3) give the interesting result
Theorem
equation

7. The function

&

log det_1(7—zz*)

satisfies

the partial

differential

82V

I 82V \
dette^äF'j
=

on R, (j=l, II, HI) where a=l, b = m + n for an («, «i) matrix, a = 2n(n"1)/2 for a
symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix and b = n+l for a symmetric and «— 1 for a
skew-symmetric matrix. For case IV —log(l +|zz'|2 —2zz') satisfies the partial

differential equation

(6)

Ma)=2v,v

on 7?IV.

This theorem corresponds to Lemma 4 of Dinghas [4] for the function

-log(l-z'z0.
Using the values for the euclidean volume given in [6] and induction on « we

find that the invariant 7,<1 (j=\,

II, III, IV). Thus Theorem 5 holds for the
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Cartan domains and from this result, Theorem 4.2.1 of [6] and the expressions
(l)-(4) for T,(z, z*) we obtain an interesting distortion theorem on the Jacobian
of an interior mapping of a Cartan domain :

Theorem 8. Let w=w,(z) be a biholomorphic mapping of the Cartan domain R,

into itself. Then
\K,(z)\2 S ^^
for z e R,, where I, is the invariant of R, andJ,(z, z) the Jacobian of the holomorphic
automorphism of R, which maps z into the origin (7=1, II, HI, IV).
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